


1. 
DAO - DEMIOURGOS HOLDINGS

 SC Demiourgos Holdings SA - it's a pioneer 
shareholder company in web 3.0.

 We are probably the first company in the 
world founded by NFT owners, minting on the 
20th of June 2022 on the MultiversX  Blockchain 
for 30% of the company shares to go to the 
NFTs Snake Holders. A second airdrop for     
another 20% of the company shares is sched-
uled for 2023, on MultiversX  Blockchain, for 
50% of Demiourgos Holdings shares to the 
NFT owners. 

 It's our philosophy and vision for a  complete 
DAO, where a legal company shares 50% of all 
its revenues with the community on MultiversX 
Blockchain. 

DEMIOURGOS.HOLDINGS™ is an umbrella company 
designed to open multiple child companies that operate 
individually in various film and media industry segments. 
Such as Cinema Sales & Distribution, Film Studios, Film 
Production, Film Post Production, Film Rental, etc. Each of 
the child companies will be owned in a proportion of 50% 
by DEMIOURGOS.HOLDINGS™ and 50% by MultiversX 
Community through NFT & smart contracts participation 
in the funding. 

Our vision is scalable, just like MultiversX Blockchain. We 
are sharing 50% of everything we do with the MultiversX 
Community. That is a passive income from real-world 
assets & business, made possible with investment from 
intelligent contracts with MultiversX Blockchain. 

Our end goal at DEMIOURGOS.HOLDINGS™ is to increase 
EGLD adoption & awareness worldwide through entertainment 
in web 3.0. With a more prominent MultiversX Community 
and a stronger EGLD through adoption, there’s a win/win 
situation for everybody as more beautiful projects can be 
developed and implemented under the same terms of 
50% revenues for the community.

https://demiourgos.holdings/



2.
SMART CONTRACTS IN WEB 3.0

 We believe that smart contracts are a brilliant 
invention of the 21st century. 

 We see Smart Contracts as an extraordinary 
tool we can use to allow the people at large to 
easily and securely invest in various businesses in 
a decentralized and trustless manner. 

What is a Smart Contract?

 A smart contract is a code programmed onto a 
blockchain that defines a particular transaction's terms. 
The Smart Contract will execute and perform its assigned 
tasks upon receiving a given trigger or input. The idea of 
a smart contract predates the invention of Bitcoin in 2010. 
However, the launch of Ethereum in 2014, with the possi-
bility of programmable blockchain logic, brought the idea 
to life. This programmable logic, commonly referred to as 
Smart Contract, enables blockchain technology across 
many use cases in different industry sectors.

Smart Contracts cannot be altered. Although there are 
ways to extend them or replace parts – if the developers 
have foreseen such action – there is no way to covertly 
manipulate their content without drawing the attention of 
the network. The logic of a smart contract cannot be 
distorted, so there is no room for interpretation. That’s 
why they’re referred to as a “contract”. They act like an 
agreement between parties, which needs no judgment 
because the output is determined by the input. 

By using Smart Contracts, we offer people 
terms in advance for their investment. 

People can therefore purchase/invest in specific NFT 
Collections. Collections which are then recognized by 
such Smart Contracts as eligible for earning specific parts 
of specific business profits.

https://demiourgos.holdings/



3.
NFTS - DIGITAL PROPERTY

 There is a vast utility for NFTs in the 
crypto world. From our side, we see the  NFTs 
as the exponential proof of a business association. 
Each NFT is unique and has its number and 
coding. There can't be another similar NFT in 
the whole world,  ever. That is why the owner 
of each NFT  can be confident in their unique 
investment and property. 

 We use NFTs collections on MultiversX  
Blockchain to distribute 50% property of any 
business we own. Through minting the NFT 
and trading it, our holders are certified, authentic 
partners & investors. 

For Example: 

A film can be funded through NFTs smart contracts,  
where the holders receive 50% passive income of all the 
revenues the movie will generate for life. 

A Film Studio’s facility can be funded and physically 
open for rental during film production. NFT owners will 
receive 50% of any revenues from the rental of Film 
Studios. 

A Cinema Theatre Network can be acquired with 
NFTs,  and the holders will receive 50% of all the tickets, 
food, and drinks sales of the cinema business.

https://demiourgos.holdings/



4. 
STOCK MARKET LISTING FOR 
DEMIOURGOS.HOLDINGS™
SHARES:

 One of our significant milestones at       
DEMIOURGOS.HOLDINGS™ is to be ready for 
stock market listing after 4-5 years of activity. 
That’s how our idea came to be, to open this 
type of company on MultiversX  Blockchain.  

 We’re doing a crypto capitalization of    
DEMIOURGOS.HOLDINGS™ Shares through 
NFTs smart contracts, where people fund our 
activity and receive a passive income. 

The same happens at the stock exchange. A company is 
listed, and investors can acquire shares and provide cash 
flow infusion for the company to grow. 

When listing stocks, a company is evaluated by its physical, 
digital, and intellectual assets. That is why DEMIOURGOS 
HOLDINGS™ is growing and expanding on all levels, with 
strategic investment and property ownership, so that we 
will be ready for stock evaluation when the time comes. 

We foresee that moment and prepare in 
advance for when it comes.

https://demiourgos.holdings/



5. 
CINEMA NETWORK - 
PHYSICAL PROPERTY

 
 The screening business has been a solid 
industry for over 100 years. It's not only about         
selling tickets and allowing people to engage in a 
memorable experience. It's also about the trade of 
consumable goods (drinks, sodas, popcorn and 
chips) - which sometimes generate significant   
revenue compared to ticket sales. 

We're now negotiating to acquire the Romanian  
Network of Cinemas at RADEF. 
(www.romaniafilm.ro).

The goal is for our company to own 26 Cinema 
locations across Romania, of which six are fully    
upgraded, producing roughly €200k per year, 
while 20 others are under a technological               
upgrade. 

The Romanian State-owned Cinema Network 
has been in a marginalized condition since 
2005. No buyers have been found for the 
past 17 years, mainly because investors don’t 
have experience in this field. 

And this is where we step in. 

We’re offering NFT Cinema Owners 50% passive income 
for any revenues that the cinemas generate from tickets, 
food & drink, private events, etc. 

Whoever invests in Cinema NFT will receive 
significant rewards from: 

- Up to 50% of all revenues are shared with the 10.000 
NFTS owners;

- Free entrance to our cinemas for life, depending on the 
amount of NFTs you own;

- The DEMIOURGOS.HOLDINGS™ safe listed snake holders 
qualify for a 50% discount in the first 48h;

- We will release a collection of 6 different Cinema NFTs;

- Those who own a set amount of the 6 NFTs qualify for 
100% royalties from all resales on Xoxno, Deadrare, and 
Frameit.

https://demiourgos.holdings/



6.
MOVIES & SERIES - 
INTELECTUAL PROPERTY

 
As of July 2022, Florian Anghel & Paul Arion 
developed and own a multitude of film scripts 
& TV series as intellectual property. Most notable 
projects ready for development are: 

Dacian Wars 
Three seasons with ten episodes each. The story of     
Trajan's Column is about the 20 years of wars from 86 
AD to 106 AD  between the Dacian Kingdom and The 
Roman Empire. Sixty-page scripts per episode, 1-hour 
format drama. 

Ready or Not 
An intelligent dramedy based on the book "Ready or 
not..." by Iulia Nani. One hundred seventeen pages     
feature film. 

Nothing to Be Afraid Of 
A 10-episode vanguardism sci-fi/psychological anthology. 
15-20 pages per episode, mini-series format of the ani-
mated saga. 

Strigoi 
The ancient myth of bewitched souls that cannot find 
rest in the afterlife. Eighty-five page feature horror / 
thriller.  

Posada 1330
The epic story of the Battle of Posada, where the Basarab 
founded Wallachia I, Warlord. One hundred thirty-five 
pages, epic medieval drama. 

https://demiourgos.holdings/



7.
TOKENOMICS 

DEMIOURGOS.HOLDINGS™ 
will employ a 3 fold Token 
System, designed to represent 
the growing Value of the 
Company and its Subsidiaries.

https://demiourgos.holdings/

Please find out more about 'Tokenomics' 
in separate documents available on our website:

OUROBOROS – represents the native Token of 
the DEMIOURGOS.HOLDINGS™  Ecosystem, is a 
standard ESDT Token, and has been envisioned as a 
„Liquid“ Store-of-Value.

AURYN – represents „Autostaked OUROBOROS“, 
is a transfer restricted (locked) META-ESDT Token, 
and has been envisioned as „Solid“ Store-of-Value.

Elite AURYN – represents „staked AURYN“, is a 
transfer restricted (locked) META-ESDT Token, and 
has been envisioned as an „Ultra-Solid“ Store-of-Value.



8.
DDI - DEMIOURGOS.HOLDINGS™ 
DIGITAL PLATFORM 
 

 The MultiversX Community is at the 
start, as everything begins to pioneer on 
MultiversX. We see a significant need for 
liquidity from everybody in the MultiversX 
Community. 

That’s why we aim to offer this service to 
the people in a straightforward process.  

We accept NFTs in a smart escrow        
contract and provide them back with 
liquidity for a 10% fee on our side. When 
our loan is returned, the client can have 
their NFTs back. 

Banking Service 

One of the most anticipated products the team is eager to 
work on is the DEMIOURGOS.HOLDINGS™ Digital platform 
for consumers in the DH Banking services. 

DEMIOURGOS.HOLDINGS™ will provide a mix of the            
advantages of CEFI and DEFI to provide a robust,  secure, 
and compliant financial service simultaneously, without     
compromising the user's convenience. With near-instant 
transactions and trustless execution of terms, it is all at the 
customer's comfort.  

These CEFI / DEFI app capabilities are to offer Loans to the 
users, interest rates in BONDs, Fiat ON and OFF ramps, and 
a few services under development like NFT off ramps.

https://demiourgos.holdings/



Loans
The digital bank allows secured types of loans meaning that all 
requests for a loan must be put as collateral (NFTs, physical 
assets, intellectual assets, cryptocurrency, cash position, 
investments/equities) to be approved. By providing KYC, the 
users may acquire a maximum LTV ratio of 50-70% for the 
collateral. Users who do not provide KYC can still apply for a 
loan but with a 10-25% LTV ratio to counteract money laundering 
activities and to comply with the state rules implemented by 
the authorities. 

Repayment
Repayment of the loan is made via whatever asset you borrowed 
from the protocol. Suppose you borrowed 10 EGLD; by the 
end of the term, you need to repay 10 EGLD plus interest. 
The same applies to other currencies borrowed.

Complete on and off ramp solution
The digital bank offers users to deposit Fiat (RON, USD, EURO) 
to exchange into cryptocurrencies (EGLD, USDC, EFT, ESDT) 
and also an Off-ramp system in which users exchange crypto-
currencies directly to fiat money. Fiat on and off ramps are 
rare entities and are complementary and essential for all.

Investments
As a sub arm of the DEMIOURGOS.HOLDINGS™ Banking 
services, it offers options for its users to invest in the incubated, 
vetted and partner companies of DEMIOURGOS.HOLDINGS™. 
Snake NFT holders will have access to premium investment 
rounds and will always have the priority to invest in these 
carefully curated companies. Non-snake NFT holders are also 
welcome to contribute to the funding rounds initiated by the 
company.

Staking
Staking of NFTs in the staking smart contract allows for the 
distribution of revenue generated by the company at the end 
of a financial year. To receive dividends, all NFT holders must 
stake the NFT in a smart contract before the snapshot or 
ex-dividend date. NFTs not staked before the snapshot will not 
be included in the distribution of dividends.

Exchange
DEMIOURGOS.HOLDINGS™Digital platform plans to create an 
exchange that offers users not only cryptocurrencies as a 
medium of exchange. The goal is to tokenize the stocks or 
publicly traded companies and derivatives in Romania at first, 
then expand at a wider audiance. The exchange also plans to 
exchange NFT into cryptocurrencies, but it will be below 20% 
or more of the floor price of an NFT for those who need        
immediate liquidity.

Banking Services

https://demiourgos.holdings/



9.
RETURN ON INVESTMENT

 All great ideas in human society come 
from the need for service. We, as filmmakers, 
encountered during our careers various        
challenges. We started with the difficulty of 
finding funds for our films and high prices for 
rental & film services. 

Most crypto and NFTs stay in the digital realm but 
imagine a reverse teleportation system where from the 
energy of  NFTs, tokens and cryptos, we create physical 
matter like films, TV shows, cinemas, and so much 
more. 

To put it simply, once we've built a community of         
investors for films & tv series, we'll be sharing 50% of 
any revenues with MultiversX Community - it's natural 
as a business to aim to lower our expenses, maximizing 
our profit.

https://demiourgos.holdings/



 This is our vision on return on investment 
for everybody that joins our team as investors 
and that’s why we created an umbrella 
company of shareholders: 

DEMIOURGOS.HOLDINGS™. 

https://demiourgos.holdings/



 From the start, our primary focus is our 
genuine belief in MultiversX Blockchain. 
We believe in their people, their technology 
and the EGLD  Ecosystem. 

 We are committed to 50% of our company's 
revenues being distributed on MultiversX 
Blockchain as a return investment for our       
MultiversX investors. We put our belief into 
MultiversX and the EGLD adoption.  

Together we are stronger,  
and together we are 
DEMIOURGOS.HOLDINGS™

https://demiourgos.holdings/


